Most investigators agree that the acoustic information for American English vowels includes dynamic ͑time-varying͒ parameters as well as static ''target'' information contained in a single cross section of the syllable. Using the silent-center ͑SC͒ paradigm, the present experiment examined the case in which the initial and final portions of stop consonant-vowel-stop consonant ͑CVC͒ syllables containing the same vowel but different consonants were recombined into mixed-consonant SC syllables and presented to listeners for vowel identification. Ten vowels were spoken in six different syllables, /bVb, bVd, bVt, dVb, dVd, dVt/, embedded in a carrier sentence. Initial and final transitional portions of these syllables were cross-matched in: ͑1͒ silent-center syllables with original syllable durations ͑silences͒ preserved ͑mixed-consonant SC condition͒ and ͑2͒ mixed-consonant SC syllables with syllable duration equated across the ten vowels ͑fixed duration mixed-consonant SC condition͒. Vowel-identification accuracy in these two mixed consonant SC conditions was compared with performance on the original SC and fixed duration SC stimuli, and in initial and final control conditions in which initial and final transitional portions were each presented alone. Vowels were identified highly accurately in both mixed-consonant SC and original syllable SC conditions ͑only 7%-8% overall errors͒. Neutralizing duration information led to small, but significant, increases in identification errors in both mixed-consonant and original fixed-duration SC conditions ͑14%-15% errors͒, but performance was still much more accurate than for initial and finals control conditions ͑35% and 52% errors, respectively͒. Acoustical analysis confirmed that direction and extent of formant change from initial to final portions of mixed-consonant stimuli differed from that of original syllables, arguing against a targetϩoffglide explanation of the perceptual results. Results do support the hypothesis that temporal trajectories specifying ''style of movement'' provide information for the differentiation of American English tense and lax vowels, and that this information is invariant over the place of articulation and voicing of the surrounding stop consonants.
INTRODUCTION
A rich literature on the perception of vowels has developed over the last two decades, much of which has been devoted to exploring the role that dynamic ͑time-varying͒ information can play in vowel identification. Because this work has been reviewed so often during the last few years, a further review will not be undertaken here. The reader can find reviews from a variety of viewpoints in Andruski and Nearey ͑1992͒, Benguerel and McFadden ͑1989͒, Broad and Clermont ͑1987͒, DiBenedetto ͑1989a, b͒, Fourakis ͑1991͒, Fox ͑1989͒, Harrington and Cassidy ͑1994͒, Hillenbrand et al. ͑1995͒, Jenkins et al. ͑1994͒, Miller ͑1989͒, Moon and Lindblom ͑1994͒, Nearey ͑1989͒, Pols and van Son ͑1993͒, Rosner and Pickering ͑1994͒, Strange ͑1989a, b͒, Strange and Bohn ͑1998͒, and Zahorian and Jagharghi, ͑1993͒. Although there is still a fair amount of disagreement about the nature of the dynamic information, just what it is that such information specifies, and how far its temporal locus extends beyond the vowel proper, there are only a few defenders ͑e.g., Harrington and Cassidy, 1994͒ of a simple ''vowel target'' theory such as that proposed 50 years ago by Joos ͑1948͒.
Research in our laboratory on dynamic information for vowels began with the realization that listeners had little problem in identifying vowels in consonant-vowelconsonant ͑CVC͒ syllables, even when the productions of many different speakers ͑men, women, and children͒ were intermixed in the presentation of stimulus materials. This was a rediscovery of what was evident in the perceptual data of Peterson and Barney ͑1952͒ and reconfirmed in our laboratory by Shankweiler et al. ͑1977͒ . These studies demonstrated that there was sufficient information for the identification of the vowel in the single syllable itself. This in turn meant that speaker normalization either took place simultaneously with the hearing of the syllable or, alternatively, that speaker normalization was not required. When we directed attention to the syllables themselves, we found, as Tiffany ͑1953͒ had suggested earlier, that vowels were more readily identified when they were embedded in CVC syllables than when they were uttered in isolated, steady-state form ͑Got-tfried and Strange, 1980; Strange et al., 1976; Verbrugge et al., 1976͒ . These findings led us away from the speaker normalization problem that had been our original concern and toward a study of the kinds of dynamic ͑time-varying͒ information that were available in the spoken syllable itself.
The fact that consonant-vowel coarticulation appeared to help rather than hinder listeners in identifying the speaker's intended vowel led us to a series of experiments that attempted to push the limits in examining the contribution to vowel perception of information in the transitions into and out of the vocalic nuclei of CVC syllables. For this purpose we developed the ''silent-center'' experimental technique, by which we examined the identification of vowels in citation-form syllables after the vowel nucleus had been attenuated to silence. Surprisingly, we found that the vowels in such altered syllables were accurately identified, even though more than half of the syllable had been silenced ͑Jenkins et Strange et al., 1983͒ . The silent-center technique also contributed a new method for studying the contribution of relative duration information to vowel identification. This was done by neutralizing the usual duration differences among vowels by the use of a fixed silent interval between the initial and final transitional portions of the syllables. As expected, the neutralization of duration information degraded the accuracy of vowel identification somewhat but, even so, fixed-duration silent-center syllables were markedly superior to fixed-duration syllable centers ͑vocalic nuclei excised from CVC syllables͒. This finding emphasized the robustness and relative importance of the syllable onset and offset information in specifying American English vowels ͑Strange, 1989b; Strange et al., 1983 ; see also Parker and Diehl, 1984͒. Further studies moved toward more natural stimuli by applying the silent-center technique to CVC syllables where several different stop consonants were used and the syllables were produced in sentence context rather than in citation form. Again, in spite of the fact that the syllables in sentence context were quite short and showed ''target undershoot,'' and in spite of the fact that the consonantal context varied from one token to another, the transitional information in syllable onsets and offsets taken together was sufficient to support accurate vowel identification ͑Strange, 1987 To rule out the possibility that vowels in SC syllables were perceived accurately because static formant targets were recoverable by interpolation across the silent interval, Verbrugge and Rakerd ͑1986͒ created ''hybrid silent-center'' syllables by cross-pairing the initial and final portions of citation-form CVC syllables produced by two different speakers, one male and one female. Even in this strange situation, with the speaker changing during the silent interval of the syllable, vowel identification was still fairly accurate, and not significantly worse than for nonhybrid SC syllable control stimuli produced by the same speakers ͑hybridsϭ27% errors vs SC controlsϭ23% errors͒. This research was repeated with similar results by Andruski and Nearey ͑1992͒ using the citation-form productions of four speakers. While error rates were again rather high ͑averaging 31% errors͒, there were no significant differences between identification accuracy for hybrid and nonhybrid conditions. These hybrid studies were further extended in our laboratory using the recordings of two speakers ͑a male and a female͒ producing CVC syllables in sentences, with results showing appreciably greater overall identification accuracy ͑averageϭ13% errors͒, and again, no differences between hybrid and nonhybrid conditions ͑Jenkins et al., 1994͒. The success of these hybrid syllable experiments argues that the information which specifies coarticulated vowels is sufficiently abstract to be speaker independent. Thus, we have come to think of the acoustic dynamics of the transitions into and out of the vowel as embodying information concerning the style of articulatory movement that produces the intended vowel ͑cf. Strange and Bohn, 1998͒ . We conclude from all of the above research that time-varying relational parameters, defined over syllable onsets and offsets together, provide perceptually important information for the identification of American English vowels, whether they be produced in citation-form utterances or in sentence-length materials. This dynamic information is sufficient to support accurate vowel identification even when the consonants and/or the speakers vary unpredictably from trial to trial, necessitating accommodation to variability in target formant frequencies associated with coarticulatory target undershoot and speaker vocaltract size and shape.
As the final study in this series, the present work evaluated the identifiability of vowels when the initial and final segments were taken from syllables containing different ͑stop͒ consonants. The question asked was whether the dynamic information is specific to the particular CVC syllable in which it was produced ͑context-dependent information͒ or whether the vowel information is specified in a sufficiently abstract manner that the same vowel is perceived even when the transitions are out of or into consonants which differ in place of articulation and/or voicing ͑context-independent information͒. To prepare such a test, mixed-consonant SC syllables were created by combining onsets and offsets of different syllables, spoken by the same speaker, in a common carrier sentence. The final segment of a particular CVC syllable was replaced by the final segment of a different syllable with the same vowel but with a different consonant ͑e.g., the initial portion of /b(b/ was combined with the final portion of /d(t/͒. The question was whether the identity of the vowel would still be preserved in spite of the discontinuity of formant trajectories that were presumably moving to and from different consonant loci to different formant maxima or minima.
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In his targetϩoffglide theory of vowel perception, Nearey ͑1989; Andruski and Nearey, 1992͒ hypothesized that vowel identity is maintained in SC syllables because the target is specified in the initial portion, while the direction and extent of formant movement is inferred from the relative position of the formants at the beginning of the final portion. That is, vowel identity is preserved in SC syllables because ''vowel-inherent spectral change'' ͑VISC͒ is recoverable by comparison across syllable onsets and offsets. It was argued earlier ͑Jenkins et al., 1994͒ that the fact that vowel identity is preserved in hybrid syllables, for which the direction and extent of formant movement is not preserved, argues against such a position. Likewise, if the direction and extent of formant change across the silent portions of mixed-consonant SC syllables differs from the original SC syllables, a targetϩoffglide account would predict a disruption in vowel identification. If, however, dynamic spectro-temporal information, other than VISC, remained invariant across different consonants, we might expect relatively accurate vowel identification in mixed consonant SC conditions. To examine whether, as expected, the direction and extent of formant change from initial to final portions of mixed-consonant SC syllables did indeed differ from the original SC syllables, a comparison of formant change in the original and mixedconsonant stimuli was performed.
I. PERCEPTION OF MIXED-CONSONANT SILENT-CENTER SYLLABLES
The present study examined perception of silent-center syllables in which initial and final portions of CVC syllables, containing the same vowel but different stop consonants, were recombined in two conditions. In the mixed-consonant SC condition, the temporal information associated with the vowel produced in the CVC syllables from which the final portion was taken was retained. That is, the syllable duration ͑counting the silent portion͒ was appropriate for the vowel and final ͑voiced or voiceless͒ consonant. In the fixedduration mixed-consonant SC condition, all silent durations between recombined initial and final components of syllables were set to the same ͑average͒ duration across the ten different vowels, thus eliminating relative duration differences as information for vowel identity. Duration differences associated with final consonant voicing were retained. Performance on these two mixed-consonant SC conditions was compared with earlier data on ͑original͒ SC syllables, and on initial portions alone and final portions alone.
If, as has been claimed in earlier papers ͑Jenkins et al., 1994; Jenkins and Strange, in press; Strange and Bohn, 1998͒, the dynamic information specified over syllable onsets and offsets together is invariant with respect to the vowel ͑i.e., specifies the ''style of movement'' associated with the particular vowel͒ and context independent, we predict that vowel identification in mixed-consonant SC syllables would be better than for initials or finals control conditions, and perhaps not significantly worse than for the original SC syllables. If, on the other hand, vowels in SC syllables are identified on the basis of context-dependent trajectory cues, then we would expect that identification of vowels in mixed-consonant SC conditions would be worse than in the original SC syllables. Because earlier research had shown that neutralizing relative duration differences led to a small, but significant, increase in vowel-identification errors, we expected that performance in the fixed-duration mixed-consonant SC condition would show a similar increase in errors. However, vowel identification should still be better than for either initials or finals control conditions.
A. Method

Stimulus materials
Speech materials were the same as those used in Strange ͑1989b͒, experiment 3. The speaker was a young adult male who was a native of Ohio but who had resided in Florida for 15 years at the time of recording. He spoke with no appreciable regional accent and his normal rate of speech was quite rapid. The speech script consisted of ten vowels ͑/i, (, e, }, ,, Ä, #, o, *, u/͒ spoken in six consonantal contexts ͑/bVb/, /bVd/, /bVt/, /dVb/, /dVd/, /dVt/͒ in the fixed carrier sentence ''I say the word CVC some more.'' Several repetitions of each sentence were recorded using a ReVox A-77 tape recorder and a Panasonic low-impedance microphone. The speaker was coached somewhat on his productions of /*/, which in the opinion of the second author were not sufficiently rounded. After the recording session was completed, two instances of each utterance were chosen for inclusion in the final speech corpus on the basis of acceptable voice quality and loudness, for a total of 120 sentences (10 vowelsϫ6 consonantal contextsϫ2 tokens). This final corpus was filtered at 4900 Hz and converted to digitized waveform files using a DEC PDP 11/34 computer ͑10-kHz sampling rate, 12-bit resolution͒.
Durations of sentences and target syllables, the number of pitch periods in the target syllables, and the voice onset time ͑VOT͒ of the initial consonant in the target syllable were calculated from the digital waveforms. Sentence length varied from 1240 to 1600 ms, with a mean of 1390 ms. Length of the target syllable was defined as the duration from initial consonant burst to final consonant closure ͑the end of significant energy in the upper harmonics͒. Number of pitch periods in the target syllable varied from 10 to 22. VOT was measured from consonant burst to the onset of clear periodicity and varied from 3-34 ms, with a mean of 13 ms.
Three discrete portions of each target syllable were identified: ͑1͒ an initial component, which included the initial consonant release burst and aspiration plus the first three pitch periods, ͑2͒ a final component, which included the last four pitch periods prior to final consonant closure plus closure murmur, if any, and ͑3͒ a center component, which was the portion of the vocalic signal between the initial and final components. The centers ranged in duration from 27 to 147 ms and included from 3 to 15 pitch periods. The proportion of the total syllable duration defined as the center averaged 45% for the short vowels /(, }, #, */, 61% for the long vowels /e, ,, Ä, o/, and 54% for the intermediate vowels /i, u/. Measurement data by consonantal context are summarized in Table I .
Two modified syllable conditions were generated from the digital waveform files of the target syllables. First, for each of the sets of tokens ͑repetitions one and two͒ 60 mixed-consonant silent-center ͑mixed SC͒ syllables were generated by combining initial and final portions taken from syllables containing the same vowel but different consonants. The interval between the initial and final portions was attenuated to silence. The duration of silence was appropriate for the original vowel and final consonant ͑i.e., the same as in the original syllable from which the final portion was taken͒. Six different mixed SC syllable types were generated for each vowel: two were ''mismatched'' relative to the original syllables with respect to final consonant voicing (initial/dVd/ϩfinal/dVt/;initial/dVt/ϩfinal/dVd); two were mismatched on consonant place of articulation ͑initial/dVd/ ϩfinal/bVb/;initial/bVb/ϩfinal/dVd/͒; and two were mis-matched on both place and voicing ͑initial/bVb/ϩfinal/dVt/; initial/dVt/ϩfinal/bVb/͒. Thus, there were six mismatched syllables for each of two tokens of ten vowels, yielding a total of 120 syllables (6ϫ10ϫ2).
A fixed-duration, mixed-consonants silent-center condition ͑fixed D mixed SC͒ was generated in which initial and final portions taken from different consonantal contexts were recombined as in the condition above, but the silent intervals between initial and final portions were equated across all ten vowels within each consonantal context and each repetition. For instance, the average of the silent intervals for all ten vowels of the first repetition of original /bVb/ syllables was inserted in all fixed D mixed SC syllables containing a final portion taken from the first repetition of /bVb/ syllables. Thus, across the 120 syllable corpus, syllable durations differed appropriately as a function of final consonant identity, but were neutralized with respect to vowel identity.
Target syllables in both conditions were placed back into carrier sentences such that the initial part of the carrier sentence was the one originally associated with the initial portion of the modified syllable, and the end of the carrier sentence was the one originally associated with the final portion of the modified syllable. Thus, any coarticulatory influence of preceding and following context was retained.
Four other conditions, controls for the mixed-consonants conditions, were the same as those reported in Strange ͑1989b, experiment 3͒. A silent-center syllable ͑SC͒ condition was generated by simply attenuating the center portions of the target syllables to silence without modifying the original temporal relationship between initial and final portions and without modifying consonantal context. Fixed-duration silent-center syllables ͑Fixed DSC͒ were generated such that within each repetition, the silent interval between the initial and final components was the average duration of the ten center portions within each consonantal context. Thus, duration appropriate to the consonant was preserved, but intrinsic vowel-duration differences were removed. An initials ͑I͒ stimulus condition consisting of only the initial portions of target syllables with the center and final portions attenuated to silence and a finals ͑F͒ condition consisting only of the final portions of target syllables with the initial and center portions attenuated to silence were also generated. For the SC, fixed D SC, I, and F conditions, all modified syllables were reinserted into their original carrier sentences.
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Six separate listening tests, one for each syllable condition, were prepared by converting the digitized files back to analog signals and filtering and recording them on audiotape. Stimuli were randomized within each repetition with the constraint that the same vowel or same consonantal context did not occur more than two times consecutively. The interstimulus interval was 4 s; blocks of ten items were separated by 8 s. The same randomization order was used in all six tests, and each token appeared only once, for a total of 120 items per test, divided into two blocks. One block consisted of all stimuli constructed from the first repetitions, while the second block consisted of stimuli constructed from the second repetitions generated by the speaker. Thus, differences due to long-term effects on fundamental frequency and speech rate were controlled within blocks.
Familiarization stimuli consisted of 40 unmodified CVC stimuli produced by an adult female in the same carrier sentence as used in the tests and recorded in four blocks of ten stimuli each. All ten vowels occurred four times each; the six consonantal contexts occurred six to eight times each.
Procedures
Subjects were asked to identify each vowel in the target syllables by marking a key word on a response sheet that contained the same vowel. The response sheets contained rows of the following ten key words : ape, if, eek, heck, as, ah, ooze, up, oh, hook. Prior to testing, an extensive taskfamiliarization procedure was completed. First, the experimenter pronounced each key word, pointing out possible orthographic confusions. Next, each listener pronounced the key words and the experimenter corrected any mispronunciations and took note of the listener's dialect. Listeners then responded to five practice blocks of ten items each, with feedback. The first of these was presented live-voice by the experimenter; for the remaining four blocks, the recorded familiarization test was used. Performance on the final two practice blocks was used as the criterion for inclusion of a listener's data in the study. Listeners who made more than three errors, or more than one error on the same vowel, were excluded from the study. ͑Also excluded were listeners who were bilingual or who had a history of hearing problems.͒ After task familiarization, participants listened without responding to the first 20 trials of the test stimuli to become familiar with the particular stimulus condition on which they were to be tested; no feedback was given. The regular testing session then began with no further feedback. In total, familiarization and testing lasted approximately 50 min. Familiarization and test recordings were presented via a Tascam reelto-reel tape recorder and TDH-39 earphones at 75 dBA to groups of two to four listeners in a small office in which there was some ambient noise.
Listeners
Undergraduate students from psychology or introductory speech-science classes at the University of South Florida served as listeners and were awarded extra-credit points for their participation. All students included in the study were native speakers of American English who reported no known hearing problems. A total of 134 participants ͑96 female and 38 male͒ were tested; 96 ͑72%͒ met the acceptability requirements and passed familiarization criteria; their data were retained for analysis.
Sixteen listeners were tested in each of the six stimulus conditions in an independent-groups design. In each condition, approximately one half listened to the block containing the first repetitions followed by the second block; the remainder heard the second block followed by the first. Across all conditions, 58 subjects spoke a Florida dialect, 15 a Northeastern dialect, 13 a Midwestern or Western dialect, and 10 a Southern dialect other than Floridian. Dialect groups were distributed approximately equally across the six stimulus conditions.
B. Results
In tabulating the data, an error was defined as a response other than the vowel intended by the speaker in the original utterance, or an omission. Because subjects were encouraged to respond to all trials, there were very few omissions. Table  II presents average error data for each of the six stimulus conditions, expressed as percentages of opportunities summed over listeners and consonantal contexts. Error rates on each of the ten intended vowels are given, as well as the modal error response for vowels misidentified more than 10% of the time. The vowels are arranged by their intrinsic duration: four short vowels, two mid-duration vowels, and four long vowels. Overall error rates summed over all ten vowels, and over nine vowels, excluding /*/, are also presented in the final two rows. ͑Data from the original SC, fixed D SC, I, and F conditions are taken from Strange 1989, experiment 3.͒ The differences in mean errors across stimulus conditions ͑summed over all vowels and consonant contexts͒ were highly reliable, as analyzed by a one-way analysis of variance, F(5,90)ϭ157.03, pϽ0.001. Post hoc Tukey tests of pair-wise comparisons of stimulus conditions using a significance level of 0.05 indicated that mean errors on the original SC and mixed SC conditions were not significantly different from each other, but were reliably lower than in the fixed D SC and fixed D Mixed SC conditions in which intrinsic vowel duration information was not present. Performance in the initials condition was significantly better than in the finals condition, but performance in both of these conditions was significantly worse than in all four SC conditions. Table III presents average error data for both mixed SC and fixed D mixed SC conditions for each consonantal context, collapsed over all ten vowels. Separate analyses of variance for repeated measures were performed on the data with the tokens grouped by the phonetic feature of the change ͑voicing, place, and place and voicing͒. For the mixed SC condition, the feature analysis was not statistically significant ͑F(2,30)ϭ2.30, pϾ0.10͒ but for the fixed D mixed SC condition the analysis reached significance ͑F(2,30)ϭ6.688, p Ͻ0.01͒. A least significant difference test on these data showed that the tokens that involved a change in the voicing produced significantly more errors than the other two feature changes, but that changes in place were not significantly different from changes in place and voicing combined. The pattern of changes was the same in both experimental conditions. Changes in voicing of the final portion of the syllable produced the highest error rates ͑meanϭ8.75% errors per listener in mixed SC and 17.19% errors in fixed D mixed SC͒, changes of both place and voicing produced fewer errors ͑7.81% and 14.3%͒ and changes of place produced the fewest errors ͑6.72% and 12.81%͒. It should be noted that the variation in the means was quite small, only 2% for the mixed SC condition and less than 5% for the fixed D mixed SC condition. Finer-grained analysis of the data suggest that grouping the data by type of phonetic feature change is inappropriate. Separate analyses of variance were conducted for mixed SC and fixed D mixed SC conditions, grouping the data by the specific syllable combinations involved ͑e.g., DD-DT, DT-DD, DD-BB, etc͒. For the mixed SC condition, the result indicated that the specific combinations were more important sources of variance than the features involved. The differences among the types of tokens were statistically significant ͓F(5,75)ϭ10.846, pϽ0.01͔ and planned comparisons revealed significant differences between the conditions that involved the same feature ͑i.e., changing from a voiced ending to a voiceless ending produced fewer errors than changing from a voiceless ending to a voiced ending ͓F(1,75) ϭ25.006, pϽ0.01͔; changing from a voiced labial to an unvoiced alveolar produced fewer errors than vice versa ͓F(1,75)ϭ13.226, pϽ0.01͔; and changing from a voiced labial to a voiced alveolar produced fewer errors than the reverse ͓F (1,75)ϭ25.006, pϽ0.01͔ . Results of the analysis for the fixed D mixed SC condition exactly paralleled the results for the mixed SC condition: means for specific syllable types were significantly different ͓F(5,75)ϭ9.010, p Ͻ0.01]; changing from a voiced ending to a voiceless ending produced fewer errors than changing from a voiceless ending to a voiced ending ͓F(1,75)ϭ9.816, pϽ0.01͔; changing from a voiced labial to an unvoiced alveolar ending produced fewer errors than vice versa ͓F(1,75)ϭ13.360, p Ͻ0.01͔; and changing from a voiced labial to voiced alveolar ending produced fewer errors than the reverse ͓F(1,75) ϭ9.816, pϽ0.01͔. Whether these findings are merely a peculiarity of these particular stimuli or have more general significance cannot be determined from the current experiment because it was not designed to test such an hypothesis. Again, it must be noted that the differences in error rates between conditions were very small and would not have been statistically significant except for the very high correlation between the individual listeners' performance across the conditions.
Overall, then, vowels in the two mixed-consonant conditions were identified no less accurately than the vowels in their matched nonmixed counterparts. As in earlier studies, neutralization of intrinsic duration differences led to a significant increase in errors for both the original SC and mixed-consonant SC conditions, but these two conditions did not differ from each other in spite of the consonant mismatch in the latter. Overall accuracy on all of the silent-center conditions was significantly and appreciably superior to the identification accuracy achieved in the initials and finals control conditions. Thus, dynamic spectral information specified over syllable onsets and offsets together ͑plus duration information͒ was sufficient to maintain accurate vowel identification, even when the syllable onsets and offsets were interchanged such that coarticulatory effects on the vocalic nuclei may have differed from the original syllables. In order to examine the extent to which interpolated formant trajectories differed across the original and mixed silent-center conditions, acoustical analysis was undertaken.
II. FORMANT CHANGE IN ORIGINAL AND MIXED-CONSONANT SILENT-CENTER SYLLABLES
The perceptual data argue that vowels in cross-spliced silent-center syllables were perceived as accurately as were the vowels in the original silent-center syllables. Thus, disruptions of the formant trajectories and other dynamic information specifying vowel identity must have been within limits that have little effect on the identification functions for American English vowels, or, alternatively, the information for vowel identification is distributed across the onsets and offsets of syllables in such a redundant or abstract manner that the specific changes in formant trajectories do not disturb the overall identification function. If Nearey's hypothesis that dynamic information can be described exhaustively by defining formant parameters at two points in the trajectory-the target ͑specified by formant values at the end of the initial portion of SC syllables͒ and the direction and extent of formant movement in the vocalic nucleus ͑defined by the change from target values to values at the beginning TABLE III. Mean errors ͑and standard deviations͒ expressed as percentage of opportunities in each mixed syllable condition. The first two letters indicate the syllable from which the initial portion of the test syllable was taken, and the second two letters indicate the syllable from which the final portion of the test syllable was taken. of the final portion of SC syllables͒-then we would predict from the perceptual data that these values did not differ markedly in original and mixed SC conditions. If, however, the direction and extent of change of formants did differ across the original and the mixed-consonant SC syllables, it could be concluded that Nearey's characterization of dynamic information was not sufficiently rich to capture all of the perceptually relevant information used by listeners to identify American English vowels. For each set of stimuli, spectral analysis was performed using ILS software ͑1979͒. A 20-pole linear predictive coding ͑LPC͒ analysis was computed over consecutive 20-ms Hamming-windowed sections updated every 10 ms to determined the center frequencies of the first three formants. Where there was ambiguity in the LPC analysis, fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ analysis was performed to augment the decision as to the best values to use for the formants. For the purposes of this experiment, the frequencies of the first two formants were tabulated from two locations in each test syllable: the end of the initial segment and the beginning of the final segment. These values were converted into barks for further comparisons. Figures 1 and 2 show the difference in F1 and F2 ͑in barks͒ between the values at the end of the initial portion of each syllable and the beginning of the final portion. Figure 1 presents the formant change plots for the front vowels ͑tense vowels on the left, lax vowels on the right͒, while Fig. 2 presents the same data for the back vowels ͑note that the coordinate ranges are different for the two figures, reflecting relatively more formant movement for many of the back vowels͒. For each vowel, the original syllables ͑SC͒ are shown by open squares, while the mixed SC syllables are shown by closed diamonds.
Conditions
If F1 and F2 had essentially the same values at the end of the initial portion and the beginning of the final portion ͑i.e., if formants were at steady state across the silenced portion͒, the values would cluster tightly around the zero point on each graph. To the extent that the points do not cluster at the origin, either coarticulatory variation or vowel inherent spectral change ͑VISC͒ may be inferred. VISC can be defined here as context-independent change; that is, consistent direction of movement across all tokens of the vowel. The quadrants represent four different patterns of change in direction for F1 and F2, while the distance from the origin is a measure of the extent of change. For example, in the plot for the original SC syllables containing /e/, it is apparent that there was a significant decrease in F1 ͑about 1.6 bark on average͒ and an increase in F2 ͑about 0.8 bark on average͒ across the center of the syllable. All 12 original syllables ͑6 contexts ϫ2 repetitions͒ showed this pattern of movement, reflecting VISC for this vowel, with the extent of change varying somewhat as a function of consonantal context.
Looking first at the data for the original SC syllables, one can see that vowels differed in the amount of VISC. As expected, the tense vowels i, e, o, u were diphthongized toward the articulatory periphery ͑F1 lowered, F2 raised for front vowels, lowered for back vowels͒ with only a few tokens showing atypical direction of formant movement. In contrast, the front lax vowels /(, }, ,/ tended to show the opposite pattern of change from the tense front vowels: F1 raised and F2 lowered. There tended to be more exceptions to the overall direction of movement across tokens and less movement for the short lax vowels, /(, }/. The back lax vowels /#, */ for this speaker showed no consistent patterns of change across all contexts, nor did /Ä/. Formant change for these vowels reflected only coarticulatory variation in formant movement patterns.
Looking next at the change patterns for the mixed SC syllables, it is clear that for several of the vowels, both the direction and extent of formant change differed from the original. Tokens showed greater variability ͑increased scatter of the points͒ and in many cases differences in directions of movement across tokens. The scatter in the values was examined by comparing the variances of the points in the original SC syllables for F1 and F2 with the variances in the mixed SC syllables for those measures. In absolute terms, in only two cases ͑F1 for /#/ and F1 for /o/͒, were the variances smaller for the mixed SC syllables than the SC syllables. In the other 18 cases, the variances for mixed SC syllables were larger. In seven cases, the variances for the mixed SC syllables were statistically significantly larger: F1 and F2 for /(/ and /u/; F1 for /,/ and F2 for /Ä/ and /*/. In these cases, the ratio of the two variances exceeded 3.5 ͑d f ϭ11, pϽ0.05͒. This indicates that the targetϩoffglide information was reliably disrupted in the mixed SC syllables, but these differences did not produce additional difficulties in identification of the vowels. If one considers only the vowels for which significant changes in variance were detected on F1 or F2 or both, there is essentially no difference in identification accuracy between the SC conditions and the mixed SC condition. In absolute terms, the mixed-consonants conditions are trivially better than the SC conditions ͑about half of one percent͒.
Consider first the short vowels, /(, }, #, */. For /(/ and /}/, there was relatively little change in the formant values for the original SC syllables, while in the mixed SC condition the variability increased, especially in F1, which was about as likely to fall as it was to rise. F2 variability increased for /(/, and for both vowels was somewhat more likely to rise than in the original syllables. Thus, for some tokens, the direction of change for these lax vowels was more similar to their spectrally adjacent tense counterparts. As noted above, however, identification of these vowels remained highly accurate in the mixed SC condition, and errors, when they occurred, were not confusions with tense vowels. Both /#/ and /*/ showed remarkably more scatter in the mixed SC condition than in the original SC condition, especially with respect to F2, which was about equally likely to rise or fall by fairly large amounts ͑up to 2.5 barks͒. In the case of /#/ the vowel was accurately identified in both conditions, and in the case of /*/ the vowel was very poorly identified in both conditions. The rather large variation in formant change patterns of these syllables from the original to the mixed SC condition simply had no measurable perceptual consequences.
The mid-length vowels, /i/ and /u/, showed quite different patterns. For /i/ there was very little difference between the two experimental conditions except for a slight increase in variability on both formants, but for /u/ the variability in F2 increased markedly, with differences ranging from increases of almost 2 barks to decreases of more than 3.5 barks. Nevertheless, identification performance remained almost perfect.
The long vowels showed no single pattern. The vowels /e/ and /,/ revealed only slight increases in variability in the mixed SC condition over the SC condition. The vowel /e/ showed the usual drop in F1 and increase in F2 that FIG. 1. The points show differences ͑in barks͒ in F1 and F2 for the front vowels between the values at the end of the initial portion of each syllable and at the beginning of the final portion. Differences for the original syllables ͑SC syllables͒ are shown by open squares, and differences for the cross-matched syllables ͑MC syllables͒ are shown by filled diamonds for each of the 12 syllables involving each vowel. Note that the scale for the back vowels is different from the scale for the front vowels for both axes.
ordinarily accompanies its dynamic movement toward /i/, while /,/ generally showed an increase in F1 and decrease in F2. The vowel /Ä/ displayed somewhat greater variability but in no consistent direction in either condition. On the other hand, /o/ showed a consistent drop in F1 in both conditions, while F2 changes ranged from a fall of almost 3 barks to a rise of 1.2 barks. Again, it must be remarked that none of the differences between patterns of change produced an appreciable change in the accuracy of identification of the vowels.
III. DISCUSSION
This study was designed to examine whether the dynamic spectro-temporal information for vowel identity available in the onsets and offsets of CVC syllables, taken together, was specific to the place and voicing characteristics of the surrounding stop consonants ͑context dependent͒, or whether it was invariant over those features ͑context independent͒ and therefore could be considered intrinsic to the vowel. Results of the perceptual study indicated that onsets and offsets could be interchanged in silent-center syllables without disrupting vowel identification, even though acoustical analysis indicated that such interchanges markedly affected interpolated formant trajectories. This result, taken together with the results of the hybrid syllables studies ͑Andruski and Nearey, 1992; Jenkins et al., 1994; Verbrugge and Rakerd, 1986͒ , in which syllable onsets and offsets from speakers of different gender were recombined, argue against the simple hypothesis that subjects ''compute'' the target formant information for vowel identity by interpolating across the silent interval of silent-center syllables. Furthermore, the lack of correspondence between acoustic variation in the mixed-consonant conditions and perceptual performance argues against the sufficiency of a targetϩoffglide description of the perceptually relevant dynamic information for coarticulated vowels.
A recent silent-center study of German vowels by Strange and Bohn ͑1998͒ showing results similar to those reported for American English vowels also suggests that vowel inherent spectral change ͑VISC͒ descriptions of dynamic information do not alone account for the perceptual results of the silent-center studies. Although German vowels are not diphthongized, they were identified quite well in silent-center conditions with or without relative duration information. Acoustical analysis indicated that while spectral change across initial and final portions reflected coarticulatory influences, but not vowel intrinsic differences, F1 temporal trajectories did differentiate spectrally similar tense and lax vowels. Jenkins et al. ͑1994͒ also hypothesized that F1 temporal trajectory patterns in American English vowels remained constant across hybrid silent-center syllables and could account for accurate identification, despite disruption of targetϩoffglide information.
The data in the present study are compatible with an account of vowel perception in which temporal trajectories, which we have hypothesized are the result of different ''styles of movement'' for so-called tense and lax vowels, provide important information for distinguishing vowels in American English. They also suggest that this information is invariant over changes in place of articulation and voicing of the surrounding consonants, at least within the manner class of stop consonants. It is for future research to determine whether this holds true for consonants of other manner classes, for speakers of different dialects of American English, and for vowels of other languages.
Returning to the theme of the introduction, it is apparent that our series of studies makes two major claims concerning the perception of American English vowels: first, that the vowels are well specified by dynamic ͑time-varying͒ information without appreciable ''normalization'' from other sources of information, and, second, that such dynamic information is readily available over the onsets and offsets of syllables ͑taken together͒ whether produced in citation form or in sentence context. While it is convenient to represent vowels as ''points'' in an F1 -F2 space, it is clear that such a representation fails to capture perceptually critical aspects of the signal that listeners do in fact use. The static space does not provide for duration information, trajectory movement of the formants during the entire course of the syllable, and other information about the ''style of change'' that specifies the vowel gestures.
In short, our studies ͑as well as the studies of many others͒ compel us to conclude that there is a wealth of information across the entire syllable that participates in ͑or can participate in͒ the listeners' identification of the vowel. While our research does not speak specifically to the detailed question of what the many sources of acoustic information may be, it argues that the style of change is expressed in many general or abstract acoustic characteristics. We believe that this characterization of the information is compatible with the view of vowels as gestures with dynamic parameters that give rise to a host of time-varying acoustic patterns that are unique to the production of that intended vowel ͑Fowler and Rosenblum, 1991; Fowler, 1996͒. At present, this seems to us to be the most economical and persuasive point of view.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
͑1͒ Vowel-identification accuracy was well maintained when syllable onsets and offsets containing different stop consonants were interchanged in mixed-consonant silent-center syllables. ͑2͒ While the neutralizing of relative duration differences increased vowel-identification errors somewhat, performance was still far superior to that achieved when only syllable onsets or syllable offsets were presented. ͑3͒ Acoustical analyses comparing formant change across the silences of original and mixed silent-center syllables indicated the targetϩoffglide information ͑vowel inherent spectral change͒ was often disrupted in the mixed SC stimuli. ͑4͒ The fact that disruption of targetϩoffglide information did not produce an increase in perceptual errors suggests that other forms of spectro-temporal information available in syllable onsets and offsets taken together were sufficient to maintain accurate perception of American English vowels. ͑5͒ These results, in conjunction with others on the perception of coarticulated vowels from our laboratory and elsewhere, argue against both simple target theories and elaborated target theories of vowel perception ͑Strange, 1989a͒.
